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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Vacation rentals offer home comforts
Over the last 10 years I
have had many friends visit
our area, and they have
stayed in short-term vacation rentals. The desire for
the comforts of home while
on vacation was key to their
decision to stay in our area
instead of Orlando, and it
would be a shame to think
that in the future they might
not be able to.
Rebecca Doremus,
Daytona Beach

Important option
Some readers have the
wrong idea about shortterm vacation rentals
— stays of a few days to
a few months in private
homes — and what they
bring to Daytona Beach. The
main booking sites, vrbo.
com and airbnb.com, offer
guests the opportunity to
rate their stay, and these

Trump’s words
Regarding the May 17 letter,
“Fair comment,” it seems
clear that the author is a Democrat. I found one thought
particularly disturbing. He
says that as an American I am
obligated to hold the president accountable. Virtually
everything he used to support
his position were well known
during the election. We knew
all about it and elected him
anyway. We didn’t vote
for him to be anyone’s best
friend or to play nice like our
useless government. This

ratings are permanent. The
market decides: If a shortterm rental is a dump it will
receive bad ratings, and no
one will want to stay there.
I own long-term rental
apartments in Daytona
Beach and have licenses
from the state and the city
of Daytona Beach. I have
had problem tenants over
the years; it was costly and
time-consuming to get rid of
them as I had to file an eviction and hire an attorney.
Guests staying in shortterm rentals can have their
stays terminated quickly for
breaking their hosts’ rules
as they are not covered by
landlord/tenant laws.
The owners who want
short-term rentals in Daytona Beach are committed
to having sensible regulations in place, much like the
regulations already in place
for certain long-term rentals. The city inspects these

properties every two years,
and owners are required to
fix any deficiencies before a
rental license is issued.
The problem in Daytona Beach is that there are
owners who rent their properties long-term and don’t
maintain their properties,
and code enforcement is
working hard to bring these
properties into line. These
are the problem properties, not short-term rental
properties. No one is going
to pay $100-$500 nightly to
stay in a dump. If we want to
attract families to Daytona
Beach who will shop in our
stores, eat in our restaurants
and enjoy the attractions we
need to have options other
than hotels. Short-term
rentals fill this need, making
vacations at the beach more
affordable.

country is in real trouble and
a true politician cannot fix
it. In my opinion he is doing
exactly what he said he was
going to do. Some things I
don’t understand but he has
not brought me into his inner
circles.
The other thing the author
needs to do some research
on is the well-known fact
that the media are extremely
biased. Trump recently met
with a group of California
sheriffs. One sheriff talking about the immigration
problem highlighted the
number of violent gang

members flooding the
country. The president
agreed it is a big problem
and that they aren’t people,
they are animals. The liberal
media jumped on it and
reported that he called all
illegals animals. They lied.
Our media are very biased,
with most networks leaning
heavily to the left. Get used
to it! For those who want the
truth, which does not seem
to be the author’s priority,
there are independent news
sources.

Donna O’Connor,
Daytona Beach

Bill Kuendig, Daytona Beach
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